
Executive Summary: 
 
For this technical report I looked at 5 alternatives to the current structural system of the typical bays and then com-
pared the pros and cons of each of the alternative systems to the original system.  The current system is a concrete 
one-way system which spans in the east-west direction for each of the 3 bays that make up this cross-section of the 
building.  The 5 alternatives that I reviewed were: composite steel girders, beams and decking; non-composite steel 
girders, beams, and concrete slab; steel girders, joists, and concrete slab; two-way concrete slab with drop panels, and 
a one-way concrete system.  Through my analysis I found that all of these alternatives could be viable solutions for my 
building’s structural system.  Each alternative resulted in a lighter system, that normally had a smaller structural floor 
depth than the current system as well.  This system allowed for no additional weight on the foundation system, and 
due to the upward stability of the ground the foundation, could actually be made smaller.  I found that a main con-
cern that developed due to the lighter systems was an increased susceptibility to vibration.  However, when looking at 
the girder design of the one-way slab systems, it was noticed that this susceptibility may not be as great as originally 
thought.  Due to a very low deflection, which in turn results in a high stiffness, the vibrations are decreased.  This 
assumption may not be the case for all the structural systems, especially the steel framed systems.  This assumption 
does, however, give an even more persuasive option with the alternatives looked at compared to the current system, 
due to very little drawbacks and possible money savings because of less time or material spent.  The time savings is 
from the quick erection process of steel as compared to that of concrete for the steel structures, and the decrease in 
the amount of material (based on weight) of the concrete structures.   
 
After comparing all of the alternatives to the current system, I found that although all the systems made for viable 
alternatives, at this time, the concrete alternatives were better suited for this structure.  This is mainly due to the high 
amount of labor available for concrete work in the DC area as compared to the less common steel contractor.  Also, 
no additional fireproofing is needed as compared to the spay on fireproofing that is needed for the steel components.   
Additional lateral support is also not needed in these concrete systems, due to the stout profile as the CDRH labora-
tory, the monolithic construction causing all joints to be fixed is all the lateral support that is needed, as compared to 
the necessity to have bracing or moment connections in the steel frames.  Of the concrete systems, one system 
seemed to stand out.  The one-way system, which had its supporting members turned perpendicular to the current 
system (spanning the shorter direction) in the controlling bay seemed to be the best alternative of them all.  This 
system allowed for a great reduction in weight as well as depth, as compared to the current system, however, due to 
the low deflection, should have good stability against vibration.  The only downfall of this system is that it does cause 
a change in the direction of the final bay as compared to the other two bays found in this system.  This can be re-
solved by making the other bays span the long direction, which would result in a larger system, however, also allow 
for continuity of the building.  Another resolution would be to leave the system with two different span directions, 
which may cause for a lack of continuity of the structural system, but a more economic building overall.   
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The FDA CDRH Laboratory is currently being built on the FDA consolidation campus in Silver Spring, Maryland.  
It is made up of a main four story laboratory topped with a 5th floor penthouse suite.  There is also a one story high-
bay laboratory space found on the west side of the main laboratory and office space.  The building, with only the 
exception of the penthouse and high-bay laboratory, is made of cast-in-place concrete.   
 

Loading: 
 
Loading for the bays to be studied in this report will be found using the typical laboratory sections of the building. 
 
Dead load values derived from ASCE 7-02, Section 3 
 Concrete: 150pcf 
 Superimposed: 25psf (assumed) 
  Ceiling:  Acoustical Fiber board     1psf 
  Floor:  VCT        1psf 
  Mechanical/Electrical:       10psf 
  Partitions:        13psf 
     
  Total:         25psf 
 
All live load values come from ASCE 7-20, Section 4 
 Light Manufacturing (Most Laboratory Spaces): 125psf 
 Light Storage (Supplementary Laboratory Spaces): 125psf 
 
Live loads are reducible (See Appendices D and E) 
 

The Current System: 
 
The typical floor system throughout the building is made of 4.5” thick one way slabs, spanning in the north to south 
direction.  There are two typical joist layouts, both of which are pan-joist systems due to the monolithic pour of the 
slab and joist.  The first typical plan is made of 10” wide by 16” deep joists, spaced 5’-3” on center.  These joists span 
either 18’ or 15’–5” and are designed with the same requirements as beams due to their large size and spacing.  They 
are reinforced with #3 top reinforcement, #6 bottom reinforcement.  The shear forces are resisted with #3 rebar.  
The second typical bay is also a pan-joist system with the joist dimension of 16”X16”.  They are spaced 3’ on center 
and span a distance of 30’-9”.  They too must be designed like a beam due to their large size and spacing.  The top 
and shear reinforcement is #3 rebar, with the bottom #8 reinforcement.  These bays feed into a system of beams also 
poured monolithically.   
 
The typical beam is 19.7” wide by 20.5” deep and spans 21’.  The reinforcement at the midspan is comprised of 3 - 
#9 rebar with endspan reinforcement of 6 - #9 rebar.  The shear forces are resisted with #3 rebar at 6” and then R 
rebar at 9”.  All concrete used in the pan-joist system, as well as the beams have a strength of 4000psi.  The beams 
then feed into the typical 24”X18” columns, which are made of 5000psi concrete and 6-#8 rebar.  This is a fixed con-
nection causing for resistance against moments, which make up the entire lateral resistive system.   The total weight 
of the current system is quite large, at 163.83K per controlling (30’-9” span) bay, with a total depth of 20.5”. 
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In the greater Washington D.C. metro area one will find a great deal of concrete construction.  This is due to the 
height restriction found in the District itself, and the ability to increase the number of floors because of thinner 
structural sandwich than typical steel construction.  Although, the Silver Spring area is not under this same height 
restriction, the location does play a part in the local skilled labor and customary design in the area, utilizing the high 
demand of concrete.  The high density of concrete is also very advantageous to control vibration, which is a major 
concern in a laboratory situation.  There is also no need for fireproofing.  However, the very large joist system used 
does cause for large loads on the supporting members and foundation.    
 
For Additional information and supporting calculations see appendix F 

The following image is a representation of a building section of the 3 repeated panels found in the CDRH labora-
tory.  For all calculations found in the appendix, the entire 3 panel system was looked at to account for load carry-
over.  However, for the purpose of this report only the controlling span will be discussed in depth.  This span in most 
circumstances will be the 30’-9” span. 
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Alternative Systems: 
 
I chose to look at two types of building materials for the alternative systems: concrete and steel.  The concrete was 
used as an exact material comparison in different layouts and spacing.  Steel was compared based on a change in con-
structability, weight, and structural system depth. 
 

Alternative System 1: Composite Steel Beams with Composite Decking 
 
A steel composite system with composite decking was the first system that I analyzed.  For the decking I used the 
2001 United Steel Decking manual to find that for the loading condition I have chosen, I would need a 4.5” slab 
over a 2” lok-floor decking system made of 22 gage steel.  To allow for composite action between the steel decking 
and the concrete slab, I will use 3/4” studs.  There is no need for welded wire fabric in this system do to the ex-
tremely large loading capability.  I then entered the required weights and design criteria into RAM Structural System, 
2003.  RAM calculated the needed steel beam sizes, as well as the number of shear studs needed.  The end result is 
shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The final result of using this system is an overall floor depth of 25.1” at a weight of only 30.234K.  This system is 
lighter in weight than the concrete system that is currently in place, due to the use of steel members and a thin slab.  
Because of this, there is no concern of not having an adequate foundation to support the new structure.  However, 
there is a concern about the susceptibility to vibration, which is an important consideration for a structure with such 
valuable and precise instruments in the laboratory spaces.  This system, although having a similar total cost to the 
steel system, will need additional preconstruction planning to allow for delivery of appropriate materials as well as  
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additional staging areas, however, it will not require the expensive formwork or lengthy curing time needed for con-
crete. There will also be a need for additional lateral bracing or moment connections to support the lateral loads that 
are currently being resisted by the monolithic concrete construction.  This system does cause for a local dilemma due 
to the extraordinary amount of concrete work found in the area.  Steel construction as well as steel contractors and 
construction companies are not nearly as prevalent as concrete contractors and construction.  In addition, this struc-
ture will need to have spay-on fireproofing, while the current system does not need any additional fireproofing due to 
its thick slabs and concrete construction.  Although this systems does have some drawbacks, the loss of space and 
weight are very important.  Therefore, it is an okay alternative and can be further explored in the future to find how 
extensive the drawbacks such as vibration truly are. 
 
For Additional information and supporting calculations see appendix A 
 

Alternative System 2: Non-Composite Steel Beams with Form Deck 
 
A steel non-composite system with form deck was the second system that I analyzed.  For the decking I used the 2001 
United Steel Decking manual to find that for the loading condition that I have chosen, I would need a 5” slab over a 
UF2X form deck made of 22 gage steel. This system will use 44-W2.9XW2.9 welded wire fabric.  I then entered the 
required weights and design criteria into RAM Structural System, 2003.  The systems was able to calculate the 
needed steel beam sizes needed.  This is the end result: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The non-composite design produced larger members with a total structural sandwich depth of 28.7” and a total 
weight of 35.565K per 30’-9” bay.  This result is due to the lack of “shared” strength between composite members. 
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Other than the slightly larger size and weight then the first alternative system, most of the similarities and differences 
between the current and alternative 2 are the same as those in alternative 1.  The only advantage this system may 
have over the composite system, is that the additional mass may help to reduce vibration, however, due to the non-
composite construction, this may not be a significant benefit.  Again, this system is an okay alternative, having both 
drawbacks and advantages, and can continue to be analyzed in the future to see if the benefits truly outweigh those 
found in the current system. 
 
For Additional information and supporting calculations see appendix B 

 
Alternative System 3: Steel Joist System 
 
A steel joist spaced at 2’ on center was the third system that I analyzed.  For the decking I used the 2001 United Steel 
Decking manual to find that for the loading condition that I have chosen, I would need a 2.5” slab over a UFS form 
deck made of 28 gage steel. This system will use 66-W1.4XW1.4 welded wire fabric.  I also used the New Columbia 
Joist Company Steel Joist and Joist Girder manual, 2002 to find that a 16K3 joist would be adequate to support the 
loading conditions.  I then entered the required weights and design criteria into RAM Structural System, 2003.  The 
systems was able to calculate the needed steel beam as well as confirming they joist type chosen.  This is the end re-
sult: 
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The joist design produced an intermediate design depth of 26.2”, however, due to the use of many smaller members 
with a much smaller floor slab, the total weight went down a great deal, totaling only 21.7959K per controlling bay.  
The additional members cause for a large addition to construction time because of the increased number of connec-
tions, as compared to alternatives 1 and 2.  Also, because of the much lighter weight, vibration becomes a greatly 
increased concern.  There is also a need for a greater amount of fireproofing on the deck due to the less then 3” slab.  
Other than the greatly reduced weight and large number of small members, most of the similarities and differences 
between the current and alternative 3 are the same as those in alternatives 1 and 2.  Although there is no great advan-
tage, due to the problems that are associated with the greatly reduced weight, this system can still be considered an 
okay alternative, due to the fact that the drawbacks can be further analyzed to find how great of a concern they truly 
are. 
 
For Additional information and supporting calculations see appendix C 
 

Alternative System 4: Two-Way Slab System 
 
The fourth system that I looked at used the same material as the original system, concrete.  Instead of the current 
one-way joist system, I used a two-way system with drop panels around the columns.  To find the required sizes and 
reinforcement,  I used the 2002 CRSI Design Manual.  I assumed the concrete to have a strength of 4ksi with 60ksi 
steel reinforcement.  I found that the controlling span of 30’-9”, would need square drop panels with a 10.33’ width 
and a 9” depth.  The columns to support this slab would need to be 24” square.  The column strip would need 17#5 
top external reinforcement, 18#8 bottom reinforcement, and 14#8 top internal reinforcement.  The middle strips 
would need bottom reinforcement of 12#8 and top internal reinforcement of 13#7.  The following are diagrams of 
the size of the drop panels as well as the size and placement of the required reinforcement for both the column and 

middle strip.   
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With a total depth of 19.5” and a total weight of 96.75K per controlling bay,  this systems give a large reduction to 
the weight while keeping a similar structural sandwich depth.    Due to the lighter weight, the impact on the founda-
tion of this system was not a concern.  Cost was not a concern either, due to the similar construction method found 
in the current system.  This system may have a slight advantage over the current system, in the fact that there is a less 
complicated formwork required for each bay.   As with the current system, no additional fireproofing is needed, and 
the erection time will be about the same, with a slight possibility of time savings with the actual laying out  of the 
formwork.  There is also possible financial savings due to the reduced amount of concrete used.    The monolithic 
construction does not require a changed lateral support system because of the fixed ends on all members.   Also, by 
using the local “norm” of concrete, there is a large skilled workforce to choose from.  The only possible disadvantage 
to this system is that because of the lighter weight and lack of central bay spanning members, there could be an in-
crease in vibration susceptibility.  Due to few disadvantages, this system is a viable alternative.  Further study of the 
vibrations will reveal if this system is truly provides a great advantage over the current system.  
 
For Additional information and supporting calculations see appendix D 
 

Alternative System 5a: One-Way Slab System in the 30’-9” Direction 
 
The fifth system I analyzed was a redesign of the current system. I changed the sizes and spacing of the current system 
by using the 2002 CRSI Design Manual.  I assumed the concrete to have a strength of 4ksi with 60ksi steel reinforce-
ment.  By looking up the current loading conditions in the CRSI, I was able to find that a system made up of 30” 

forms with 7” wide ribs and a 16” depth.  A 4.5” slab is needed, 
which would bring the total depth to 20.5”.  The reinforcement 
would include, #5 bars spaced 8” apart on the top and 2#7 bars 
in the bottom of each rib. There would also be 4X12-W3.5XW2 
welded wire mesh to guard against temperature and shrinkage.  
After the necessary slab and joist system was found, a girder 
needed to be designed to carry the load to the columns.  I found 
that a girder that had the same depth equal to the total depth of 
20.5” would need to have a width of 48.5”.  The girders would 
also require 6#14 reinforcing bars.  These girders were also 
checked for deflection and were found to have practically no de-
flection under the required loading.   Below  are two diagrams of 
the proposed system.  One is a floor plan that shows the layout of 
the beam spanning the 30’-9” direction with the large girders 
surrounding the main area, while the other diagram is a represen-
tation of the placement of the rebar in the joists and slab. 
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Having a total depth of 20.5” and a total weight of 116.72K, I found that the one-way span using new spacing would 
have the same depth as the current system, however, there is a weight reduction of almost 50K.  This does not cause 
impact on the foundation and only reduces cost because of the reduced amount of concrete needed.  However, as 
with all the other alternatives, the reduced weight may cause and increase in vibration susceptibility.  Despite this 
fact, because of the very low decrease in weight, this will not be as great of an increase in susceptibility, and because 
of the extremely low deflection under normal loading, one can assume that there will be very little susceptibility to 
vibration.  Because of the extreme similarity to construction as the current system, there are also many similarities in 
to the current system, from the time it takes to erect, the work force number and availability, the lateral loading resis-
tance from the fixed monolithic connections, and the fact that there is no need for fireproofing.  Due to the cost 
savings from using less concrete, while still having low increase in susceptibility to vibration, this system seems to be a 
very good alternative, and can be looked at in more detail to see if the assumptions about the vibration are correct.    
 
For Additional information and supporting calculations see appendix E 
 

Alternative System 5b: One-Way Slab System in the 21’ Direction 
 
The last alternative that I reviewed was the same one-way system that was used in the previous alternative, however, 
in this alternative, instead of just changing the spacing of the current system, I also changed the spanning direction.  
Because the non-controlling bays had their smaller span in the east-west direction, the controlling span also had an 

east-west spanning direction, which, although caused for an 
increased spanning condition, also gave continuity to the 
total building span direction.  I, however, wanted to see 
what savings and advantages could come from spanning this 
bay in the non-controlling span (the 21’ direction).  I found 
using the CRSI, 2002, that if you use a one-way span in the 
21’ direction, using the predetermined loading, you will 
require, 20” forms with 5” rid width and 8’ rib depth.   
There would also be a slab depth of 3” making a total depth 
of 11”.  The reinforcement requirements are #5 bars at 10” 
for the top in the slab and 2#5 bars in the bottom of each 
rib.  4X12-W2.1XW1.4 welded wire fabric is also used for 
reinforcement the slab.  I then designed the girder system 
for this bay, using the depth of the ribs and slab my girders 
are 11” deep by 92.2” wide.  The entire structural system per 
bay weighs 91.64K.   The girders are reinforced with 6#9 
reinforcing bars.  Below are diagrams of the plan of the slab 
system with its very wide girders as well as an elevation show-
ing the joist sizes and the placement of the rebar. 
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Having a total depth of only 11” and a total weight of 91.645K, I found that the one-way span using the new spacing 
and direction on the critical bay allows for an extreme reduction in both weight and depth of the structural system.  
The huge reduction in concrete also allows for financial savings.  This, as with all the other systems, does not cause 
impact on the foundation.  As with the one-way alternative, spanning the 30’-9” direction, the girders were found to 
work extremely well in deflection and, although this system is much lighter then the current system, it should not 
have much increase in vibration susceptibility.  Just as with the other one-way alternative, because of the extreme 
similarity to the current construction, there are also many similarities in to the current system, from the time it takes 
to erect, the work force number and availability, the lateral loading resistance from the fixed monolithic connections, 
and the fact that there is no need for fireproofing.  Due to the cost savings from using less concrete as well as the 
decrease in slab depth, while still having low increase in susceptibility to vibration, this system seems to be the best 
alternative, however, further analysis will have to be done to give solidity to this conclusion.. 
 
For Additional information and supporting calculations see appendix E 
 
The next two pages have a summary of the previously discussed pros and cons to the alternative systems as compared 
to the current system in tabular form. 
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Conclusion: 
 
By looking at alternatives to the current bay systems, I found that a concern with the new systems was the vibration.  
All of my alternatives reduced the weight by a great deal and most reduced the total depth of the structural system.  
This reduction of weight in all the systems also caused for no problems with the foundations systems support.  The 
steel systems also allow for faster erection time on the project site, saving money ,however, depending on the addi-
tional lateral resistance system used, it may have additional time needed for the connections. The steel systems, be-
cause of their extreme light weight, need for fireproofing and lateral resistance, and lack of local availability of a 
skilled work force makes for a useable alternative, however, not likely to be as viable of a solution as the concrete 
alternatives.  The concrete alternatives allowed for a the same constructability situations as the current system, how-
ever, they too allowed for a much lighter system and at times a much smaller structural depth.  The ability to con-
struct with a locally popular construction method and with less material you have the ability to save money.  The fact 
that the concrete systems in general weigh more than steel structures the fact that additional mass will reduce the 
vibrations is very useful in a situation in which vibrations must be kept to a minimum, because of the precise scien-
tific use of this laboratory.  Another positive about the use of concrete when concerning vibrations is the very low 
level of deflection found in the systems in which girders were used (the one-way systems), the extreme stiffness, allow-
ing for little deflections also allows for very little vibration.  Concrete construction on such a stout building takes 
away the need for additional lateral support because of the monolithic pour causing all connections to be fixed.  This 
system also allow takes away the need for fireproofing.  The best alternative at this point seems to be the one-way 
system that is very similar to the original design, however, by changing the spanning direction, one saves a great deal 
of space and weight, which also allows for a great financial savings.  This coupled with the low additional susceptibil-
ity to vibration, and the positives mentioned earlier about concrete construction allows for anticipation of a viable 
and possibly superior alternative to the current structural system.   
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The first alternative bay system I chose to use was a steel composite system.  I chose to evaluate this system by using 
RAM Structural System, 2003.  I laid out the columns in the same configuration as were used by the current system 
to keep continuity between the new systems and the current architectural features and open spaces found in the 
building.  I then placed intermediate beams between each of the girders which are found spanning the column lines.  
These beams were spaced so that there were 2 beams spaced equally in both the 15’-5” and the 18’ span.  There were 
4 beams spaced equally in the 30’-9” span.  Using the 30’-9” span, the largest span for the decking was found to be 6’-
2”.  I then used the United Steel Deck manual from 2001 to find the appropriate total surface weight on my struc-
ture.  The loading from the concrete and decking can be found on page 28  (Appendix A.4).  The appropriate slab 
depth and steel decking can be found on page 29 of the USD manual (Appendix A.5).  No live load reductions were 
used due to the fact that they could not be used on the smaller spans (KLLAT  is small then 400 sq ft).  
 
At first I had to assume a weight of concrete and decking to see what depth of concrete would be needed to support 
my load.  After comparing the decking strength to the depth of the concrete I found that a 4.5” concrete slab on 22 
gage deck, could be used with a total slab and decking weight of 42psf. 
 
Loading was found by using the following values: 
 
Live load:   125psf 
Dead Load: 
 Superimposed  25psf 
 4.5” Slab   42psf 
    67psf 
 
Total Load: 1.2 Dead + 1.6 Live 
Total Load: 1.2(67psf) + 1.6 (125psf) = 280.4psf 
 
For loading of decking you are to use service live load which equals: 125psf 
 
After all calculations were completed I found that the following values and products to be appropriate for my deck-
ing to span 6.5’ (the minimum manual distance that is greater then the distance between beams) that could still sup-
port a loading of 125psf  to be: 
 
2” Lok-floor system  
22 gauge steel 
Slab depth of 4.5” 
 
This will support a load of 365psf  
 
Due to the fact that there is a great deal of additional support, to reduce cost welded wire fabric can be removed from 
the slab.  The amount of load that the slab can support is then reduced to: 
 
365psf - 365psf(.10) = 328.5psf 
 
This value is still sufficient to carry a load of 125psf.. 
 
The total surface load is then taken to be (not including self weight of the beams and girders): 
328.5psf.  
 
RAM accounts for all factors on loading and deflection limitations 
 
I used 3/4” studs with a 3.5” height to allow for a 1” cover in the 4.5” slab. 
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I then added an additional line load along the top and bottom of the RAM model to account for exterior wall loads 
of:160.33plf 
 
This was using the assumptions of the average exterior of the building being represented by: 
 60% insulated aluminum sheet siding with gypsum wall board interior weighing  12psf 
 40% glass weighing 8psf 
 
Total exterior wall load: 
 0.60(12psf) + 0.40(8psf) = 10.4psf 
 10.4psf (15’-5” tributary story height)=160.33plf 
  
 
After applying a 6” overhang  the following steel beam and girder types were found to be: 
 

 
The largest beam being a 21X50 gave a total depth of:20.8” 
 
This added to the slab depth of 4.5” gave a total floor depth for the structural components to be: 
4.5”+20.8”=25.3” 
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Total depth for the 30’-9“ bay: 25.3” 
 
Total depth for the 18’ bay: 
 Depth of a W16X26: 15.7” 
 Total depth = 15.7”+4.5”=20.2” 
 
Total depth for the 15’-5” bay: 
 Depth of a W14X22: 13.7” 
 Total depth = 13.7”+4.5”=18.2” 
 
Total Weight for the 30’9” bay: 
 
Total Weight= (Weight of steel)+(weight of decking) 
 Weight of steel= ∑(weight of each piece)(length of each piece) 
  = ((4.5)(14)+(1)(12))(21’)+(1)(50)(30’-9”) = 3112.5lbs 
 Weight of decking = (weight of slab and decking)(area of decking) 
  = (42psf)(30’9”)(21’)=27121.5lbs 
Total Weight=3112.5lbs+27121.5lbs=30234lbs=30.234k 
 
Total Weight for the 18’ bay: 
  
Total Weight= (Weight of steel)+(weight of decking) 
 Weight of steel= ∑(weight of each piece)(length of each piece) 
  = ((3)(14))(21’)+(1)(26)(18) = 1350lbs 
 Weight of decking = (weight of slab and decking)(area of decking) 
  = (42psf)(18’)(21’)=15876lbs 
Total Weight=1350lbs+15876lbs=17229lbs=17.229k 
 
Total Wight for the 15’ bay: 
 
Total Weight= (Weight of steel)+(weight of decking) 
 Weight of steel= ∑(weight of each piece)(length of each piece) 
  = ((2)(12)+(0.5)(14)+(1)(10))(21’)+(1)(31)(15’-5”) = 1339lbs 
 Weight of decking = (weight of slab and decking)(area of decking) 
  = (42psf)(15’5”)(21’)=13597.5lbs 
Total Weight=1339lbs+13597.5lbs=14936.5lbs=14.9365k 
 
The longest span does have the largest depth and load, therefore it is the critical beam and will be the beam used for 
comparison in the main report.  However, one can also see that by splitting the span in 2 parts the depth of the struc-
tural sandwich can be reduced by over a half foot and the weight can be reduced by almost half. 
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Table from United Steel Deck manual from 2002, Page 28 
For a 6’-6” deck span 
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Table from United Steel Deck manual from 2002, Page 29 
For a 6’-6” deck span 
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The second alternative bay system I chose to use was a steel non-composite system.  I chose to evaluate this system by 
using RAM Structural System, 2003 as well.  I laid out the columns, girders, and beams in the same fashion as the 
first alternative in order to keep constancy with both the current system, as well as the alternative systems for more 
accurate comparisons.  Once again the largest spacing for the deck to span was found to be 6’-2”.  I then used the 
United Steel Deck manual from 2001 to find the appropriate total surface weight on my structure.  The loading from 
the concrete can be found on page57 (Appendix B.5).  The appropriate slab depth and steel decking can be found on 
page 55  of the USD manual (Appendix B.4).  I then needed to check to find the appropriate welded wire mesh to 
confirm slab depth as well as carrying capacity from page 59 in the USD manual (Appendix B.6).  No live load reduc-
tions were used do to the fact that they could not be used on the smaller spans (KLLAT  is small then 400 sq ft).  
 
At first I had to assume a weight of concrete and decking to see what depth of concrete would be needed to support 
my load but after comparing the decking strength and the welded wire mesh to the depth of the concrete I found 
that a 5.0” concrete slab could be used with a total slab and decking weight of 48psf. 
 
Loading was found by using the following values: 
 
Live load:   125psf 
Dead Load: 
 Superimposed  25psf 
 5.0” Slab   48psf 
    73psf 
 
Total Load: 1.2 Dead + 1.6 Live 
Total Load: 1.2(73psf) + 1.6(125psf) = 287.6psf 
 
The welded wire mesh was what actually controlled the depth of the concrete in which a 5” slab over a 6.5’ span 
would need to have 44-W2.9 X 2.9 welded wire mesh to support the load or 287.6psf 
 
After all calculations were completed I found that the following values and products to be appropriate for my deck-
ing to span 6.5’ (the minimum manual distance that is greater then the distance between beams) that could still sup-
port a loading of 287.6psf, in the three span condition, with the LRFD reduction factors to be: 
 
UF2X floor system  
22 gauge steel 
Slab depth of 5.0” 
44– W2.9 X 2.9 welded wire mesh 
 
This will support a load of 332psf  
 
The total surface load is then taken to be (not including self weight of the beams and girders): 
287.6psf    
 
RAM accounts for all factors on loading and deflection limitations 
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I then added an additional line load along the top and bottom of the RAM model to account for exterior wall loads 
of: 160.33plf 
 
This was using the assumptions of the average exterior of the building being represented by: 
 60% insulated aluminum sheet siding with gypsum wall board interior weighing  12psf 
 40% glass weighing 8psf 
 
Total Exterior load: 
 0.60(12psf) + 0.40(8psf) = 10.4psf 
 10.4psf (15’-5” tributary story height)=160.33plf 
 
After applying a 6” overhang  the following steel beam types were. 
 
 

 
The largest beam being a 24X68 gave a total depth of: 
 
This added to the slab depth of 5” gave a total floor depth for the structural components to be: 
5”+23.7”=28.7” 
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Total depth for the 30’-9“ bay: 28.7” 
 
Total depth for the 18’ bay: 
 Depth of a W16X36: 15.9” 
 Total depth = 15.9”+4.5”=20.4” 
 
Total depth for the 15’-5” bay: 
 Depth of a W16X31: 15.9” 
 Total depth = 15.9”+4.5”=20.4” 
 
Total Weight for the 30’9” bay: 
 
Total Weight= (Weight of steel)+(weight of decking) 
 Weight of steel= ∑(weight of each piece)(length of each piece) 
  = ((4.5)(22)+(1)(19))(21’)+(1)(68)(30’-9”) = 4569lbs 
 Weight of decking = (weight of slab and decking)(area of decking) 
  = (48psf)(30’9”)(21’)=30996lbs 
Total Weight=4569lbs+30996lbs=35565lbs=35.565k 
 
Total Weight for the 18’ bay: 
  
Total Weight= (Weight of steel)+(weight of decking) 
 Weight of steel= ∑(weight of each piece)(length of each piece) 
  = ((3)(22))(21’)+(1)(36)(18) = 2034lbs 
 Weight of decking = (weight of slab and decking)(area of decking) 
  = (48psf)(18’)(21’)=18144lbs 
Total Weight=2034lbs+18144lbs=20178lbs=20.178k 
 
Total Wight for the 15’ bay: 
 
Total Weight= (Weight of steel)+(weight of decking) 
 Weight of steel= ∑(weight of each piece)(length of each piece) 
  = ((2.5)(22)+(1)(19))(21’)+(1)(31)(15’-5”) = 2032lbs 
 Weight of decking = (weight of slab and decking)(area of decking) 
  = (48psf)(15’5”)(21’)=15540lbs 
Total Weight=2032lbs+15540lbs=17572lbs=17.572k 
 
The longest span does have the largest depth and load, therefore it is the critical beam and will be the beam used for 
comparison in the main report.  However, one can also see that by splitting the span in 2 parts the depth of the struc-
tural sandwich can be reduced by almost 3/4 of a foot and the weight can be greatly reduced. 
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Table from United Steel Deck manual from 2002, Page 55 
For a 6’-6” deck span 
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Table from United Steel Deck manual from 2002, Page 57 
For a 6’-6” deck span 
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Table from United Steel Deck manual from 2002, Page 59 
For a 6’-6” deck span 
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The third alternative bay system I chose to use was a open web steel joist system.  I also chose to evaluate this system 
by using the RAM Structural System, 2003.  I laid out the columns, girders, and beams in the same fashion as the 
first and second alternative in order to keep constancy with both the current system, as well as the other alternative 
systems for more accurate comparisons.  I chose to space joist 2’ apart, and they will run parallel to the 21’ girders.  
The 21’ direction was chose due to the large span of 30’-9” controlling the spanning direction for the entire floor 
system.  The constancy with spanning direction is preferred due to necessity to order differing lengths of joist as well 
as confusion on the job site if changing of joist direction is implemented.  I then used the United Steel Deck manual 
from 2001 to find the appropriate total surface weight on my structure.  The loading from the concrete can be found 
on page57 (Appendix C.5).  The appropriate slab depth and steel decking can be found on page 52  of the USD 
manual (Appendix C.4).  The appropriate welded wire mesh can be found on USD page 58 (Appendix C.6).  No live 
load reductions were used do to the fact that they could not be used on the smaller spans (KLLAT  is less then 400 sq 
ft).  
 
At first I had to assume a weight of concrete and decking to see what depth of concrete would be needed to support 
my load but after comparing the decking strength and the welded wire mesh to the depth of the concrete I found 
that a 2.5” concrete slab could be used with a total slab and decking weight of 27psf. 
 
I found the joist weight by first estimating a weight and using RAM to find a good estimate of the joists to be used.  I 
then used this value to find the exact joist that would hold the total weight of the slab, decking, and self-weight from 
page 23 of the New Columbia Joist Company Steel Joist and Joist Girders manual from 2002 (Appendix C.7).  I con-
tinued to work between RAM and the manual until both the manual and RAM values for the joist matched.  The 
self-weight of the 16K3 joists was found to be 6.3plf which when divided by the tributary width of 2’ was found to be 
3.15psf.   
 
Loading was found by using the following values: 
Live load:   125psf 
Dead Load: 
 Superimposed  25psf 
 2.5” Slab   27psf 
 16K3 Joist  3.15 psf 
    55.15psf 
 
Total Load: 1.2 Dead + 1.6 Live 
Total Load: 1.2(55.15psf) + 1.6(125psf) = 266.18psf 
 
The welded wire mesh to support this load over the depth of the concrete in which a 2.5” slab over a 2’ span would 
need to have 66-W 1.4 X 1.4 to support the load of 272psf. 
 
I found that this system needed: 
2.5” slab 
16K3 Joist 
28 gage UFS Form deck 
66-W 1.4 X 1.4 
 
The total surface load is then taken to be (including the self-weight of the joists and not including self-weight of the 
girders):266.18psf. 
  
RAM accounts for all factors on loading and deflection limitations 
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I then added an additional line load along the top and bottom of the RAM model to account for exterior wall loads 
of: 160.33plf 
 
This was using the assumptions of the average exterior of the building being represented by: 
 60% insulated aluminum sheet siding with gypsum wall board interior weighing  12psf 
 40% glass weighing 8psf 
 
Total Exterior load: 
 0.60(12psf) + 0.40(8psf) = 10.4psf 
 10.4psf (15’-5” tributary story height)=160.33plf 
 
After applying a 6” overhang  the following steel beam types were . 

The largest beam being a 24X62 gave a total depth of: 
 
This added to the slab depth of 2.5” gave a total floor depth for the structural component to be: 
2.5”+ 23.7”=26.2” 
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Total depth for the 30’-9“ bay: 26.2” 
 
Total depth for the 18’ bay: 
 Depth of a W18X35: 17.7” 
 Total depth = 15.7”+4.5”=22.2” 
 
Total depth for the 15’-5” bay: 
 Depth of a W16X26: 15.7” 
 Total depth = 13.7”+4.5”=20.2” 
 
Total Weight for the 30’9” bay: 
 
Total Weight= (Weight of steel)+(weight of decking)+(weight of joists) 
 Weight of steel= ∑(weight of each piece)(length of each piece) 
  = ((0.5)(12)+(1)(14))(21’)+(1)(62)(30’-9”) = 2326.5lbs 
 Weight of decking = (weight of slab and decking)(area of decking) 
  = (27psf)(30’9”)(21’)=17435.25lbs 
 Weight of Joists=(weight of joist)(area joist support) 
  =(3.15psf)(30’9”)(21’)=2034.1125lbs 
Total Weight=2326.5lbs+17435.25lbs+2034.1125lbs=21795.9lbs=21.7959k 
 
Total Weight for the 18’ bay: 
  
Total Weight= (Weight of steel)+(weight of decking)+(weight of joists) 
 Weight of steel= ∑(weight of each piece)(length of each piece) 
  = ((0.5)(12)+(0.5)(14))(21’)+(1)(35)(18’) = 903lbs 
 Weight of decking = (weight of slab and decking)(area of decking) 
  = (27psf)(18’)(21’)=10206lbs 
 Weight of Joists=(weight of joist)(area joist support) 
  =(3.15psf)(18’)(21’)=1190.7lbs 
Total Weight=903lbs+10206lbs+1190.7lbs=12299.7lbs=12.2997k 
 
Total Wight for the 15’ bay: 
 
Total Weight= (Weight of steel)+(weight of decking)+(weight of joists) 
 Weight of steel= ∑(weight of each piece)(length of each piece) 
  = ((1.5)(14))(21’)+(1)(26)(15’-5”) = 841.83lbs 
 Weight of decking = (weight of slab and decking)(area of decking) 
  = (27psf)(15’5”)(21’)=8741.25lbs 
 Weight of Joists=(weight of joist)(area joist support) 
  =(3.15psf)(15’5”)(21’)=1019.8125lbs 
Total Weight=841.83lbs+8741.25lbs+1019.8125lbs=10602.9lbs=10.6029k 
 
The longest span does have the largest depth and load, therefore it is the critical beam and will be the beam used for 
comparison in the main report.  However, one can also see that by splitting the span in 2 parts the depth of the struc-
tural sandwich can be reduced by almost half foot and the weight can be reduced by almost half. 
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Table from United Steel Deck manual from 2002, Page 52 
For a 21’ span 
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Table from United Steel Deck manual from 2002, Page 57 
For a 21’ span 
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Table from United Steel Deck manual from 2002, Page 58 
For a 21’ span 
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Table from New Columbia Joist Company Steel Joist and Joist Girders manual 2002, Page 23 
For a 21’ span 
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For my fourth alternative I chose to use the material of the current structure (concrete), however, I am going to try an 
alternative 2-way system.  I used the CRSI 2002 edition to find the slab information needed. 
 
Each bay was designed separately due to the different sizes using chapter 10 (two-way systems) of the CRSI manual. 
Each span may also have different loading conditions depending on the allowed live load reduction. 
 
Each slab had to be looked at as if were square due to the 2-way system being used for equal widths and depths.  I 
will go over the each bay by it largest length to ensure that they system will hold the required loading. 
 
For the 30’-9” span 
 
The bay is considered 31’ X 31’ external  
 
Live load reduction (from ASCE7-02 equation 4-1) 
 
L=Lo(0.25 + 15/√(KLLAT)) 
 KLL = 1 (from ASCE7-02 table 4-2) 
 AT = 30.75 × 21 = 645.75 sq ft  
 KLLAT  is greater then 400 sq ft therefore live load reduction can be used 
L=(125psf)(0.25 + 15/√(1 × 645.75)) = 105psf  
 
Live load with reduction 105psf 
 
Dead load = superimposed dead load = 25psf 
 
Total Load = 1.4 Dead + 1.7 Live (due to the use of 2002 CRSI manual) 
  = 1.4 (25psf) + 1.7(105psf) = 213.5psf 
 
Using page 10-25 (Appendix D.6) of the CRSI I found the following characteristics needed to support this span with 
a load of 213.5psf: 
 
Drop panels with a 9.00” depth by 10.33’ width.   
Columns that are 24” square 
Column Strip Reinforcement: 
 Top External:  17-#5 
 Bottom:   18-#8 
 Top Internal:  14-#8  
Middle Strip Reinforcement: 
 Bottom:   12-#8 
 Top Internal:  13-#7 
 
The load limit of 300psf greatly exceeds the required strength of 213.5psf.  
 
Total Depth: 19.5” 
 Slab Depth: 10.5”  
 Drop Panel Depth: 9” 
 
Weight per bay = (Area of concrete structure)(150pcf) 
 Area slab = (10.5”)(30’-9”)(21’)=565cf 
 Area drop panels = (9”)(10.33’)(10.33’)=80cf 
 Total Area = 565cf+80cf=645cf 
Weight per bay 
 =(645pcf)(150pcf)=96750lbs=96.75k  
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For the 18’ span 
 
Live load reduction (from ASCE7-02 equation 4-1) 
L=Lo(0.25 + 15/√(KLLAT)) 
 KLL = 1 (from ASCE7-02 table 4-2) 
 AT = 15.4167 × 21 = 323.75 sq ft  
 KLLAT  is less then 400 sq ft therefore live load reduction can not be used 
 
Live load is 125psf 
 
Dead load = superimposed dead load = 25psf 
 
Total Load = 1.4 Dead + 1.7 Live (due to the use of 2002 CRSI manual) 
  = 1.4 (25psf) + 1.7(125psf) = 247.5psf 
 
The bay size is considered 21’ X 21’ external (Due to the depth being shorter then the width of 21’) 
 
Using page 10-11 (Appendix D.4) of the CRSI I found the following characteristics needed to support this span with 
a load of 247.5psf: 
 
Drop panels with a 6.00” depth by 7.00’ width.   
Columns that are 19” square 
Column Strip Reinforcement: 
 Top:   14-#5  
 Bottom:   19-#4 
Middle Strip Reinforcement: 
 Top:   14-#4 
 Bottom:   12-#4 
  
The load limit of 300psf greatly exceeds the required strength of 247.5psf.   
 
The total depth of this slab system is : 
 
 
Total Depth: 13” 
 Slab Depth: 7”  
 Drop Panel Depth: 6” 
 
Weight per bay = (Area of concrete structure)(150pcf) 
 Area slab = (7”)(18’)(21’)=220.5cf 
 Area drop panels = (6”)(7’)(7’)=24.5cf 
 Total Area = 220.5cf+24.5cf=245cf 
Weight per bay 
 =(245pcf)(150pcf)=36750lbs=36.75k  
 
For the 15’-5” span 
 
Live load reduction (from ASCE7-02 equation 4-1) 
L=Lo(0.25 + 15/√(KLLAT)) 
 KLL = 1 (from ASCE7-02 table 4-2) 
 AT = 18 × 21 = 378 sq ft  
 KLLAT  is less then 400 sq ft therefore live load reduction can not be used 
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Live load is 125psf 
 
Dead load = superimposed dead load = 25psf 
 
Total Load = 1.4 Dead + 1.7 Live (due to the use of 2002 CRSI manual) 
  = 1.4 (25psf) + 1.7(125psf) = 247.5psf 
 
The bay size is considered 21’ X 21’ internal (Due to the depth being shorter then the width of 21’) 
 
Using page 10-11 (Appendix D.5) of the CRSI I found the following characteristics needed to support this span with 
a load of 247.5psf: 
 
Drop panels with a 6.00” depth by 7.00’ width.   
Columns that are 16” square 
Column Strip Reinforcement: 
 Top External:  12-#4 
 Bottom:   19-#5 
 Top Internal:  22-#4  
Middle Strip Reinforcement: 
 Bottom:   19-#4 
 Top Internal:  16-#4 
 
The load limit of 300psf exceeds the required strength of 247.5psf.   
 
Total Depth: 13” 
 Slab Depth: 7”  
 Drop Panel Depth: 6” 
 
Weight per bay = (Area of concrete structure)(150pcf) 
 Area slab = (7”)(15’-5”)(21’)=189cf 
 Area drop panels = (6”)(7’)(7’)=24.5cf 
 Total Area = 189cf+24.5cf=213.5cf 
Weight per bay 
 =(213.5pcf)(150pcf)=32025lbs=32.025cf  
 
As one can guess the worst case is the largest span with a total depth of 19.5” and total weight of 96.75k.  Both the 
other bays were over a half foot shallower with a depth of only 13” as well as almost one third the weight (averaging 
around 35k).  Although the smaller spans will not be looked at further in this design, they can be used to compare 
how making a bay contain smaller spans can allow for a lower total floor sandwich depth and a much lower weight.   
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Table from CRSI 2002, Page 10-11 
For the 18’ span 
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Table from CRSI 2002, Page 10-11 
For the 15’-5” span 
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The fifth comparison that I did was a comparison using my current floor system (one-way slab) with a new spacing.  I 
used the CRSI 2002 to find the slab requirements.  Each bay was designed separately due to the different sizes using 
chapter 8 (one-way systems) of the CRSI manual. Each span may also have different loading conditions depending on 
the allowed live load reduction. 
 
Each slab will have a ln of 1’ less then the length of the actual span due an assumed square column of 12” (6” from 
each column supporting the beam). 
 
For the 30’-9” span 
 
The bay is considered 30’ exterior clear span  
 
Live load reduction (from ASCE7-02 equation 4-1) 
L=Lo(0.25 + 15/√(KLLAT)) 
 KLL = 1 (from ASCE7-02 table 4-2) 
 AT = 30.75 × 21 = 645.75 sq ft  
 KLLAT  is greater then 400 sq ft therefore live load reduction can be used 
L=(125psf)(0.25 + 15/√(1 × 645.75)) = 105psf  
 
Live load with reduction 105psf 
 
Dead load = superimposed dead load = 25psf 
 
Total Load = 1.4 Dead + 1.7 Live (due to the use of 2002 CRSI manual) 
  = 1.4 (25psf) + 1.7(105psf) = 213.5psf 
 
Using page 8-30 (Appendix E.10) of the CRSI, I found the following characteristics needed to support this span with 
a load of 213.5psf: 
 
30” forms 
7” ribs width 
16” rib depth 
37” center to center distance 
4.5” slab depth 
Reinforcement: 
 Top bars:  #5 @ 8” 
 Bottom bars: 2-#7 
 
Using page 8-2 (Appendix E.9) of the CRSI, the following welded wire fabric should be placed with the larger diame-
ter wires placed normal to the span of the joints. 
4X12-W3.5XW2 
 
The load limit of 260psf exceeds the required strength of 213.5psf.  
 
There is no need for deflection limitation calculations due to the chosen values being above the deflection line on 
the table. 
 
Total Depth: 20.5” 
 Slab Depth: 4.5”  
 Rib Depth: 16” 
 
Total Weight of slab and joists= (Square area of slab)(weight from CRSI page 8-13)  (Appendix E.14). 
 =(30.75’)(21’)(101psf)=6522075lbs=65.22k 
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For the 18’ span 
 
The bay is considered 17’ interior clear span  
 
Live load reduction (from ASCE7-02 equation 4-1) 
L=Lo(0.25 + 15/√(KLLAT)) 
 KLL = 1 (from ASCE7-02 table 4-2) 
 AT = 18 × 21 = 378 sq ft  
 KLLAT  is less then 400 sq ft therefore live load reduction can not be used 
 
Live load is 125psf 
 
Dead load = superimposed dead load = 25psf 
 
Total Load = 1.4 Dead + 1.7 Live (due to the use of 2002 CRSI manual) 
  = 1.4 (25psf) + 1.7(125psf) = 247.5psf 
 
Using page 8-14 (Appendix E.11) of the CRSI, I found the following characteristics needed to support this span with 
a load of 247.5psf: 
 
20” forms 
5” ribs width 
8” rib depth 
25” center to center distance 
3” slab depth 
Reinforcement: 
 Top bars:  #4 @ 10” 
 Bottom bars: 1-#3, 1-#4 
 
Using page 8-2 (Appendix E.9) of the CRSI, the following welded wire fabric should be placed with the larger diame-
ter wires placed normal to the span of the joints. 
4X12-W2.1XW1.4 
 
The load limit of 273psf exceeds the required strength of 247.5psf.  
 
There is no need for deflection limitation calculations due to the chosen values being above the deflection line on 
the table. 
 
Slab Depth: 3”  
Rib Depth: 8” 
 
Total Depth: 11” 
 
Total Weight of slab and joists= (Square area of slab)(weight from CRSI page 8-13)  (Appendix E.15) 
 =(18’)(21’)(60psf)=22680lbs=22.68k 
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For the 15’-5” span 
 
The bay is considered 15’ exterior clear span  
 
Live load reduction (from ASCE7-02 equation 4-1) 
L=Lo(0.25 + 15/√(KLLAT)) 
 KLL = 1 (from ASCE7-02 table 4-2) 
 AT = 15.4167 × 21 = 323.75 sq ft  
 KLLAT  is less then 400 sq ft therefore live load reduction can not be used 
 
Live load is 125psf 
 
Dead load = superimposed dead load = 25psf 
 
Total Load = 1.4 Dead + 1.7 Live (due to the use of 2002 CRSI manual) 
  = 1.4 (25psf) + 1.7(125psf) = 247.5psf 
 
Using page 8-14 (Appendix E.12) of the CRSI, I found the following characteristics needed to support this span with 
a load of 247.5psf: 
 
20” forms 
5” ribs width 
8” rib depth 
25” center to center distance 
3” slab depth 
Reinforcement: 
 Top bars:  #4 @ 8” 
 Bottom bars: 2-#4 
 
Using page 8-2 (Appendix E.9) of the CRSI, the following welded wire fabric should be placed with the larger diame-
ter wires placed normal to the span of the joints. 
4X12-W2.1XW1.4 
 
 
The load limit of 321psf exceeds the required strength of 247.5psf.   
 
There is no need for deflection limitation calculations due to the chosen values being above the deflection line on 
the table. 
 
Slab Depth: 3”  
Rib Depth: 8” 
 
Total Depth: 11” 
 
Total Weight of slab and joists= (Square area of slab)(weight from CRSI page 8-13) (Appendix E.16) 
 =(15’-5”)(21’)(60psf)=19425lbs=19.425k 
 
I  also made a comparison using my current floor system (one-way slab) with a new spacing and a new direction for 
the 30’-9” bay.  By making the floor span in the 21’ direction, I will be able to reduce the depth of the concrete, how-
ever, this will cause for discontinuity between each spans direction of span.  I used the CRSI 2002 to find the slab 
requirements.   
 
Each slab will have a ln of 1’ less then the length of the actual span due an assumed  square column of 12” (6” from 
each column supporting the beam). 
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 For the 21’ span 
 
The bay is considered 20’ exterior clear span  
 
Live load reduction (from ASCE7-02 equation 4-1) 
L=Lo(0.25 + 15/√(KLLAT)) 
 KLL = 1 (from ASCE7-02 table 4-2) 
 AT = 30.75 × 21 = 645.75 sq ft  
 KLLAT  is greater then 400 sq ft therefore live load reduction can be used 
L=(125psf)(0.25 + 15/√(1 × 645.75)) = 105psf  
 
Live load with reduction 105psf 
 
Dead load = superimposed dead load = 25psf 
 
Total Load = 1.4 Dead + 1.7 Live (due to the use of 2002 CRSI manual) 
  = 1.4 (25psf) + 1.7(105psf) = 213.5psf 
Using page 8-30 (Appendix E.10) of the CRSI, I found the following characteristics needed to support this span with 
a load of 213.5psf: 
 
20” forms 
5” ribs width 
8” rib depth 
25” center to center distance 
3” slab depth 
Reinforcement: 
 Top bars:  #5 @ 10” 
 Bottom bars: 2-#5 
 
Using page 8-2 (Appendix E.9) of the CRSI, the following welded wire fabric should be placed with the larger diame-
ter wires placed normal to the span of the joints. 
4X12-W2.1XW1.4 
 
The load limit of 233psf exceeds the required strength of 213.5psf.   
 
Due to the chosen values location below the deflection limitation line, a deflection limitation calculation did have to 
be performed using the following equation: 
 
Thickness ≥ ln /18.5 
 
ln=20’ 
3≥(20/18.5)=1.081  
This is true, therefore deflection is satisfactory 
 
Slab Depth: 3”  
Rib Depth: 8” 
 
Total Depth: 11” 
 
Total Weight of slab and joists= (Square area of slab)(weight from CRSI page 8-13)  (Appendix E.17) 
 =(30.75’)(21’)(60psf)=38745lbs=38.745k 
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The longest span does have the largest depth and load, therefore it is the critical beam and will be the beam used for 
comparison in the main report, however, it will be compared in both spanning directions due to the fact that by 
changing the spanning direction the weight of the slab and joists, as well as the depth was reduced by about one half.  
Although the two smaller spans are not being compared, the 21’ spanning direction does allow for a good under-
standing of how these shorter spans will reduce weight as well as depth a great deal compared to the larger span. 
 
The next element that needed to be designed was the girders.  By looking at the two worst cases (both span directions 
of the 30’-9” bay) a good picture of how changing the span direction will greatly effect the girder size and weight.  
Also this smaller span will give a good example of what the girders for the smaller bays will be. 
 
Girder Designs (for the 2 worst cases—30’9” X 21’ and 21’ X 30’9”) 
 
Long span design (30’-9” X 21’) 
 
The girder has a 30’-9” X 21’ tributary width  
 
Live load reduction (from ASCE7-02 equation 4-1) 
L=Lo(0.25 + 15/√(KLLAT)) 
 KLL = 1 (from ASCE7-02 table 4-2) 
 AT = 30.75 × 21 = 645.75 sq ft  
 KLLAT  is greater then 400 sq ft therefore live load reduction can be used 
L=(125psf)(0.25 + 15/√(1 × 645.75)) = 105psf  
 
Live load with reduction 105psf 
 
wu = 1.2 (62.55psf+25psf) + (1.6)(105psf) = 314.1psf 
 
Wu = (314.1psf)(21’) = 6596.1plf = 6.6klf 
 
Girder is spanning 30’-9”-(2(6”)=29’-9” 
 
Mu =  Wu L2 = (6.6klf)(30’-9”)2 = 780.1’k 
             8                  8 
 
f’C= 4ksi 
fy= 60ksi 
ρ=0.6ρmax = 0.6(0.0206) = 0.0124 (for tension controlled section) 
d= 20.5”-2.5”=18” 
 
Mu ≤ ΦMn 

=  Φρbd2fy(1-059ρ(fy/f’C)) 
 780.1’k=0.9(0.0124)(bd2)(60ksi)(1-0.59(0.0124)(60ksi/4ksi))(1’/12”) 
 bd2=15703.6 
 d=18” 
 b= 48.5” 
 h= 20.5” 
 
Wu beam= (1.2)(48.5”)(20.5”)(150pcf)/(144in2/1ft2)= 1242.8plf = 1.24klf 
 
Mu beam= 780.1’k + (1.24klf)(30’9”)2 = 926.66’k 
                        8 
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Steel Design 
 
 Mu ≤ ΦAsdfy(1-059ρ(fy/f’C)) 
 926.66’k=0.9As(18”)(60ksi)(1-0.59(0.0124)(60ksi/4ksi))(1’/12”) 
 As=12.85in2 

  Use 6#14 (As=13.5in2) 
 
Deflection Check 
 
 I= (1/12)(bh3) = (1/12)(48.5”)(20.5”)3 = 34819.46in4 

  
 Wu = 6.6klf+1.24klf=7.84klf (1’/12”)=0.653k/in=653lb/in 
 
 E=3.6 X 106psi 
 ∆≤L/240 
 ∆≤(30.75’)(12”/1’)/240=1.5” 
 
 ∆=5Wu L4 = ((5)(653lb/in)(30.75’)4)/((384)(3.6 X 106psi)(5102in4))=0.000000014” 
      384EI  
 
 0.000000014”≤1.5”  
 Beam is more then adiquite for deflection 
 
Assume each column is 12” then beams are spanning length-1’ 
 
Weight of beam: 
 Weight of beam=(area of beam)(150pcf) 
 =(29’-9”)(20.5”)(48.5”)(150pcf)=30811.4lbs=30.8k (long span) 
 =(20’)(20.5”)(48.5”)(150pcf)=20713.54lbs=20.7k (short span) 
 
Total Weight of bay (assuming 1/2 of a beam on each side) 
 =(weight of 2(1/2) beams) + (weight of 2(1/2) beams) + (wieght of slab and joists) 
 =30.8k + 20.7k + 65.22k=116.72k 
 
Short span design (21’ X 30’-9”) 
 
The girder has a 24’-4.5” X  21’ tributary width  
 Tributary width was found by: ((30’-9”+18”)/2) X  21’  
 
Live load reduction (from ASCE7-02 equation 4-1) 
L=Lo(0.25 + 15/√(KLLAT)) 
 KLL = 1 (from ASCE7-02 table 4-2) 
 AT = 24.375 × 21 = 511.875 sq ft  
 KLLAT  is greater then 400 sq ft therefore live load reduction can be used 
L=(125psf)(0.25 + 15/√(1 × 511.875)) = 114psf  
 
Live load with reduction 114psf 
 
wu = 1.2 (38.745psf+25psf) + (1.6)(105psf) = 244.494psf 
 
Wu = (244.494psf)(24’-4.5”) = 5959.5plf = 6.0klf 
 
Mu =  Wu L2 = (6.0klf)(21’)2 = 330.75’k 
             8                8 



f’C= 4ksi 
fy= 60ksi 
ρ=0.6ρmax = 0.6(0.0206) = 0.0124 (for tension controlled section) 
d= 11”-2.5”=8.5” 
 
Mu ≤ ΦMn 

=  Φρbd2fy(1-059ρ(fy/f’C)) 
 330.75’k=0.9(0.0124)(bd2)(60ksi)(1-0.59(0.0124)(60ksi/4ksi))(1’/12”) 
 bd2=6658 
 d=8.5” 
 b= 92.2” 
 h= 11” 
 
Wu beam= (1.2)(92.2”)(11”)(150pcf)/(144in2/1ft2)=1267.75plf=1.27klf 
 
Mu beam= 330.75’k + (1.27klf)(21’)2 = 400.76’k 
 
Steel Design 
 
 Mu ≤ ΦAsdfy(1-059ρ(fy/f’C)) 
 400.76’k=0.9As(18”)(60ksi)(1-0.59(0.0124)(60ksi/4ksi))(1’/12”) 
 As=5.56in2 

  Use 6#9 (As=6in2) 
 
Deflection Check 
 
 I= (1/12)(bh3) = (1/12)(99.2”)(11”)3 = 11002.93in4 

  
 Wu = 6.0klf+1.27klf=7.27klf (1’/12”)=0.605k/in=605lb/in 
 
 E=3.6 X 106psi 
 ∆≤L/240 
 ∆≤(21’)(12”/1’)/240=1.05” 
 
 ∆=5Wu L4 = ((5)(605lb/in)(21’)4)/((384)(3.6 X 106psi)(11002.93in4))=0.00003868” 
      384EI  
 
 0.00003868”≤1.05”  
 Beam is more then adiquite for deflection.3 
 
Assume each column is 12” then beams are spanning length-1’ 
 
Weight of beam: 
 Weight of beam=(area of beam)(150pcf) 
 =(20’)(11”)(92.2”)(150pcf)=21129.167lbs=21.1k (short span) 
 =(29.9’)(11”)(92.9”)(150pcf)=31827.93lbs=31.8k (Long span) 
 
Total Weight of bay (assuming 1/2 of a beam on each side) 
 =(weight of 2(1/2) beams) + (weight of 2(1/2) beams) + (wieght of slab and joists) 
 =21.1k+ 31.8k + 38.745k =91.645k 
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Tables from CRSI 2002, Page 8-2 
For all spans 

For the 30’-9” span 

For the 18’ span 

For the 15’-5” span 

For the 21’ direction of the 30’-9” span 



Table from CRSI 2002, Page 8-30 
For the 30’-9” span 
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Table from CRSI 2002, Page 8-14 
For the 18’ span 
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Table from CRSI 2002, Page 8-14 
For the 15’-5” span 
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Table from CRSI 2002, Page 8-14 
For the 21’ span of the 30’-9” bay 
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Table from CRSI 2002, Page 8-13 
For the 30’-9” span 
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Table from CRSI 2002, Page 8-13 
For the 18’ span 
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Table from CRSI 2002, Page 8-13 
For the 15’-5” span 
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Table from CRSI 2002, Page 8-13 
For the 21’ span of the 30’-9” bay 
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Appendix F 
Current System 

 
 

Depth and Weight  

Timothy Mueller 
Structural Option 
Walter Schneider 

 
FDA CDRH Laboratory 
Silver, Spring Maryland 



Slab: 4.5” 
Joist: 16”X16”.   
Center to Center Distance: 3’ 
Joists Span: 30’-9”.  
Bay Dimension: 30’-9”X21’ 
 
Total Number of joists per bay: 
30’9”=369”/30” =12.3 = 13 Joists/bay 
 
Total Depth = Joist Depth + Slab Depth 
 = 16”+4.5”=20.5” 
 
Total Weight of joist and slab=(area of joist)(number of joists)(150pcf)+(Area of Slab)(150pcf) 
 =(16”)(16”)(30’-9”)(13)(150pcf)+(30’-9”)(21’)(4.5”)(150pcf)=142923.4375lbs=142.92k 
 
Typical beam is 19.7” wide by 20.5”  
 
Assume each column is 12” then beams are spanning length-1’ 
 
Weight of beam: 
 Weight of beam=(area of beam)(150pcf) 
 =(20’)(19.7”)(20.5”)(150pcf)=8413.54lbs=8.41k (short span) 
 =(29.9’)(19.7”)(20.5”)(150pcf)=12515.14lbs=12.5k (Long span) 
 
Total Weight of bay (assuming 1/2 of a beam on each side) 
 =(weight of 2(1/2) beams) + (weight of 2(1/2) beams) + (wieght of slab and joists) 
 =8.41k+ 12.5k + 142.92k =163.83k 


